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PREFACE
Since the designation of the first conservation areas in 1967 the City Council has
undertaken a comprehensive programme of conservation area designation, extensions
and policy development. There are now 53 conservation areas in Westminster, covering
76% of the City. These conservation areas are the subject of detailed policies in the
Unitary Development Plan and in Supplementary Planning Guidance. In addition to the
basic activity of designation and the formulation of general policy, the City Council is
required to undertake conservation area appraisals and to devise local policies in order
to protect the unique character of each area.
Although this process was first undertaken with the various designation reports, more
recent national guidance (as found in Planning Policy Guidance Note 15 and the English
Heritage Conservation Area Practice and Conservation Area Appraisal documents)
requires detailed appraisals of each conservation area in the form of formally approved
and published documents. This enhanced process involves the review of original
designation procedures and boundaries; analysis of historical development; identification
of all listed buildings and those unlisted buildings making a positive contribution to an
area; and the identification and description of key townscape features, including street
patterns, trees, open spaces and building types.
Given the number and complexity of Westminster’s conservation areas the appraisal
process has been broken down into three stages, the first of which is complete. This first
stage involved the publication of General Information Leaflets or mini-guides for each
conservation area covering in brief a series of key categories including Designation,
Historical Background, Listed Buildings and Key Features.
The second stage involved the production of Conservation Area Directories for each
Conservation Area. A Directory has now been adopted for 51 of the City’s conservation
areas and includes copies of designation reports, a detailed evaluation of the historical
development of the area and analysis of listed buildings and key townscape features.
The City is now working on a programme to prepare Conservation Area Audits for each
of its conservation areas. This will form the third and final stage of the appraisal process.
As each audit is adopted as Supplementary Planning Guidance it will incorporate the
Directory for that conservation area.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1
The City Council has a statutory duty to review the character and boundaries of its
conservation areas. The Audit is the third, and final stage of the appraisal process. The
overall appraisal strategy is based upon the English Heritage publication Conservation
Area Practice.
1.2
The first stage (Mini-guide) and second stage (Directory) documents have already
been adopted. The Mini-guide provides a brief description of the area and its
characteristics. The Directory provided a detailed source of factual information. This has
now been incorporated as part of the Audit providing an Appendix of factual information
to the main body of the report.
1.3
The Audit describes both the historical development, and character and
appearance of the conservation area. It is designed to identify and explain important
local features such as unlisted buildings of merit, unbroken rooflines and local views. In
addition the audit also seeks to apply relevant Unitary Development Plan policies to the
local context in order to preserve and/or enhance the character and appearance of the
area.
1.4
The Conservation Area Audit for St James’s was adopted as Supplementary
Planning Guidance by the Cabinet Member for City Development on 27 November 2002.
The St James’s Conservation Area was designated on 27 March 1969 and extended in
1974 and 1987. Further boundary changes took place in 1990 with the designation of the
Haymarket Conservation Area. The designation reports can be found in the first part of
the Directory at the back of this document.
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2

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

2.1
The Tudor Palace of St James's was built on the site of a medieval leper hospital
which had been deliberately sited well away from inhabited areas. The palace remained
isolated until the middle of the seventeenth century. This previously undeveloped area,
known as St James’s Field, was established as a fashionable residential district from
1663 onwards when Henry Jermyn, Earl of St Albans, built the formal St James’s
Square.
2.2
St James’s Square, the first of the West End Squares, was developed in parallel
with the Church of St James’s, Piccadilly, Wren (1682-4). This was built across the line
of the north exit of the square. The square was planned with the very high class of town
house in mind to provide homes for nobles and courtiers to Charles II. This represented
one of the first major shifts westwards for the nobility and court followers after the
disasters of fire and plague in the City of London, and by 1684 was virtually complete. In
addition to the houses of nobles and courtiers there were more modest houses in the
secondary streets.
2.3
To the north-east of St James’s Square a market was established. This is clearly
illustrated on Morgan’s map of 1682 – see Figure 1. The market was retained (see
Roque 1745, Figure 2; and Horwood circa 1792, Figure 3) until the early nineteenth
century when Nash created Lower Regent Street and Waterloo Place.
2.4
By 1684, when the Earl of St Albans died, the fabric of the area leased or owned
by him was virtually completed, although St James’s Street continued to grow in a
piecemeal way so that by the 1740’s the area had already been substantially developed
(see Roque’s map of 1745). Apart from Nash’s work in the early 1800’s creating Regent
Street , Waterloo Place (both redeveloped in the early twentieth century) and Carlton
House Terrace the similarities between the area as it was 250 years ago and as it is
today are apparent. The reason for this continuity is that Piccadilly has always been a
major thoroughfare – even in the sixteenth century when it was called ‘The Way to
Redinge’.
2.5
During the seventeenth century numerous coffee houses were established in the
area. These became the centres of political discussion and in the eighteenth century
many were transformed into subscription clubs, such as Brooks, Boodles and Whites,
which still survive in St James’s Street and Pall Mall. Extensive rebuilding was carried
out during the eighteenth century, so that, apart from alterations and additions to St
James’s Palace a number of small partially-reconstructed terrace houses and the
reinstated façade of Schomburg House, the only seventeenth century building of
consequence to remain is The Church of St James’s. By the later part of the eighteenth
century nearly all the houses on St James’s Square had been rebuilt or extensively
altered, but the spacious simplicity of the Square had not been impaired, as plot sizes
remained close to those specified in the original layout. Tradesmen and Clubs began to
encroach so that by the middle of the nineteenth century, when the centre of fashionable
London moved further west to Belgravia, The Builder noted that St James’s Square was
‘rapidly losing caste’. Several large houses remained and the Square retained its
residential character up until the 1920’s. Soon after this the last private houses were
successively taken over for business purposes. The last to survive No. 5, dating from
1749 by Mathew Brettingham the elder remained residential until the 1970s (Viscount
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and Viscountess Astor in residence until at least 1945) prior to its sale as a bureau to the
Libyan Government.

Figure 1: Morgan’s Map 1682
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Figure 2: Roque’s Map 1746
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Figure 3: Horwood’s map 1792
2.6
Early in the nineteenth century the second phase in the development of the clublife of the area began, much of it involving the rebuilding of the south side of Pall Mall, all
on a larger scale; to this period belong the United Services, Athenaeum, Travellers’ and
Reform Clubs amongst others. Other important developments include the establishment
of specialist and high class retail areas such as Jermyn Street and St James’s Street.
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Many of these shops retain their original mid nineteenth century facades – for instance,
specialist cheese merchants Paxton & Whitfield. Other significant retail developments in
this period include Nash’s Royal Opera Arcade, the earliest London arcade.
2.7
At the same time Nash’s grand conception of a ceremonial route or ‘Royal Mile’
from Carlton House to Regents Park was taking shape. As Regent Street and Waterloo
Place were laid out, many of the smaller streets were cleared away. One significant
clearance was of Carlton House (The Prince Regent’s residence) which was replaced
with Carlton House Terrace which consisted of two grand palaces with great sweeping
pediments and balustraded terraces. These were constructed in formal symmetry with
Waterloo Place lying on its axis. Waterloo Place, begun in 1816, was originally intended
as a termination of Nash’s Regent Street by opening a vista of Carlton House which
stood on the south side of Pall Mall. It is described in Pevsner (1973) as, “One of the
more dramatic pieces of town-planning in London.” Although Waterloo Place was
originally marked on a 1818 plan as a square it is little wider than Regent Street itself.
The Duke of York column and steps were completed by 1833 at the south end to link the
new Carlton House Terrace with Pall Mall. The Prince of Wales, later George IV, had
built Carlton House in the 1790s as his London residence on the south side of Pall Mall,
with gardens extending behind the properties on either side.
2.8
With the experience of comprehensive planning which the construction of Regent
Street gave them and with the example of the great club-houses before them, the Crown
Commissioners embarked on a deliberate policy in the later part of the nineteenth
century of encouraging larger scale rebuilding by the amalgamation of small sites. This
policy brought about the gradual though incomplete elimination of the smaller domestic
scale of the streets which were in Crown Control, so that apart from the Palace the older
parts of the surviving fabric tend to be those which are private freeholds on the south
side of Jermyn Street, some of the sites in St James’s Square and St James’s Street and
in the streets to the west of the latter.
2.9
St James’s has retained its identity as an area for club life, specialist shopping
and services and Aristocratic housing. However into the mid-twentieth century,
increasing pressure for office use threatened this special mix of activities. Initially existing
buildings were converted for office use. Increasingly into the nineteenth century many of
the existing residential houses in the area were destroyed for office use or
unsympathetically restored. A significant post-war listing in the area had been that of
Economist Tower and associated buildings. This office block, bank, residential block and
linking podium was constructed in 1960-64 to the design of Alison and Peter Smithson.
Listed in 1988 this Grade II* building’s most dominant feature is the use and dominance
of Portland Stone cladding.
2.10 The pace of development has continued in the twentieth century. Many buildings
of the 1920s and 30s harmonise well with their older neighbours, and the area contains a
few exceptional modern buildings such as Lasdun's flats overlooking St James's Park
and the Smithson's buildings for the Economist in St James's Street, but too many of the
post-war developments have been dull and overbearing.
2.11 Today new schemes are more sensitive and confined to previously redeveloped
sites. They include Sterling Square which is thought to be a sympathetic neighbour to the
surrounding terraced development and the infill developments, No 45 and Nos. 52-53
Pall Mall.
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3

CHARACTER OF THE CONSERVATION AREA

GENERAL
3.1
St James's forms a distinct district in the City of Westminster. The conservation
area is bounded to the north by Piccadilly and to the south by The Mall. Both roads are
major thoroughfares of very different character reflecting the diversity within the
conservation area from the north to the south. The conservation area is bounded to the
west by Green Park which forms an attractive backdrop to the grand residences on the
western side of St James's, whist the eastern boundary abuts Trafalgar Square.
3.2
Located in the heart of the city this area has a strong relationship with many of the
adjoining conservation areas and together they form some of the most well known
townscapes in London. This area has developed over numerous centuries and today
provides a relatively settled townscape which retains important elements of some of the
earlier development, most notably the Tudor palace of St James’s.
3.3
St James’s Square and the surrounding 17th century grid pattern, Pall Mall and the
later developments of Waterloo Place, Carlton House Terrace and Piccadilly all
contribute significantly to the character of the area. Within this overall framework are
many buildings of note from the 18th and early 19th centuries, including surviving mews
developments tucked away behind the larger scale residential terraces. There are also
many Victorian and 20th century developments of architectural value. This is reflected in
the variety and number of listed buildings.
3.4
In contrast to the hard urban form are the soft green edges provided by Green
Park to the west and St James’s Park to the south and there are also important
landscaped gardens and squares within the conservation area. The Mall and Waterloo
Place are formal open spaces conceived as set pieces, the former a grand processional
route of national importance within the area.
3.5
There are a number of famous historic Members Clubs focused around St
James’s Street and Pall Mall including the Athenaeum, Reform and Travellers Club,
Boodles, Whites, Brook’s, the Carlton and the RAC among many others. The area is also
home to retailers of international renown concentrated along Piccadilly, with mainly
specialist retailers such as shirt makers, tailors, food outlet and perfumeries in Jermyn
Street, wine merchants, hatters and bootmakers in St James’s Street and auction
houses and art galleries to the west of St James’s Square. Many original 18th and 19th
century shopfronts of interest survive. There are also good examples of arcade
development.
3.6
It is necessary to look at specific components of the built fabric of the
conservation area in order to gain a full understanding of the character and appearance
of the area. This will range from an analysis of views of metropolitan or local importance
to the identification of local townscape qualities such as notable shopfronts. Individually
and collectively these factors will define the unique character of an area and should be
considered fully in the determination of any development proposal.
3.7
The Unitary Development Plan provides the policy basis for the determination of
applications and the relevant policy or polices are referred to where appropriate.
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Figure 4:
Conservation
Area Boundaries
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HIERARCHY OF STREETS AND SPACES
3.8
The hierarchy of the street pattern and its interrelationship with the open space
network will define the overall framework of an area. Within this the importance of the
grain of development in terms of plot patterns and building lines will establish the pattern
of the built form. All of these factors will affect the character of an area dictating the scale
of development and the level of enclosure.
3.9
A complex relationship exists of successive main and planned routes which today
can be seen mainly in relation to the 17th century grid pattern. This comprises of a
network of contrasting wide dramatic avenues, commercial frontages, residential streets
and mews and alleys. Within this framework are numerous private and public gardens,
squares and other open spaces. This provides a plan form and morphology of particular
richness and value.
3.10 For the purposes of the conservation area audits the council has defined 3
categories of routes or spaces according to a combined analysis of their scale, level of
enclosure and the function they perform within the area (see Figure 5). These are:
Primary routes and spaces
Secondary routes and spaces
Intimate routes and spaces
3.11 The major primary routes follow the pre 17th century pattern forming a strong
rectangular geometry. St James’s Street leads down into Pall Mall and together they
form an imposing route through the conservation area. Pall Mall widens in front of St
James’s Palace and the space is well defined by the surrounding buildings to provide a
more formal setting for the palace and entrance into the gated Marlborough Road. These
are less intense primary routes for pedestrians compared to the bustle of Piccadilly with
its thriving ground floor commercial frontages.
3.12 To the east Waterloo Place is laid out along a formal axis to the plans of Nash
running southwards to join The Mall via the steps at the Duke of York Monument . These
two primary routes are of national significance providing places where pedestrians can
appreciate direct visual links between landmark buildings. Along their length are major
monuments and sculptures adding richness to these grand processional routes with
strong royal associations.
3.13 Secondary routes form the core of the area; these include busy commercial
streets with buildings of a similar scale to those on the primary routes such as Jermyn
Street, but also numerous ones of less grand residential properties. On the eastern
boundary of the conservation area Whitcomb Street retains development of a finer grain.
To the west of St James’s Street the layout is less formal and more organic with the
network of streets terminating at the boundary with Green Park. The 17th century grid laid
out around St James’s Square is unique, remaining intact and framing the impressive
square at the centre of the conservation area.
3.14 In direct contrast but of equal historic importance are the surviving alleys, courts
and mews within the street network providing a compact, tight grain. These more
intimate places comprise a smaller scale of development and provide a more human
aspect to parts of the conservation area, particularly when glimpsed from the main
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routes. They are an integral part of the historic fabric of the area and provide
permeability within. The best example is Pickering Place. Other examples include
Milkmaids Passage and Stable Yard Road, to the north and east respectively of
Lancaster House. Angel Court is an example of a historic link leading between King
Street and Pall Mall now integrated with the larger scale modern infill development.
3.15 The regular building lines remain strong in the grid pattern abutting the highway
edge or set behind shallow lightwells with railings to the boundary. These continuous
hard edges, for example, as seen along Piccadilly and Pall Mall are a distinctive
characteristic. They provide a tight block definition to the northern and central part of the
conservation area. Infilling at the rear has taken place in many locations and internal
courtyards and rear gardens are important where they remain.
3.16 St James’s Palace and other large properties set within grounds such as
Marlborough House, Spencer House and Bridgewater House provide a more open
feeling to the southern part which is enhanced where seen in relation to the large open
spaces of the Royal Parks. Carlton House Terrace is set back from The Mall, reducing its
impact on this majestic tree lined route through the Park. To the north the grounds and
garden squares relating to the terrace provide a transitional zone between St James’s
Park, and the hard edge of Waterloo Place and Lower Regent Street. Here the
articulated building line, conceived with the design of the open space, provides a boldly
defined edge to the built form which is significant in defining the views and varying
degrees of enclosure.
3.17 There is a more varied frontage to Queens Walk providing a transitional zone
between the core of the conservation area and Green Park. Some buildings are set
forward and further articulation is provided by deep set courtyards, as to Arlington
House. The overall building line retains a uniformity providing the feeling of a traditional
street. This built edge forms an important backdrop to Green Park with the fine Grade I
listed facades of Spencer House, Bridge Water House and Lancaster House. The open
spaces and gardens provide a spacious and relaxed setting enhanced by Green Park,
particularly to the south.
3.18 Throughout the conservation area there are a mixture of plot types and sizes
which reflect the historic development of the area, the location of the larger properties
and their grounds and the concentration of uses within these areas. Within the main grid
pattern and along Piccadilly a variety of plot sizes exist today but many of the original
narrow frontages are evident, those that remain being of historic importance providing a
rich grain to the urban fabric. Historically, where plots have been amalgamated, definite
rhythms exist as along the southern side of Pall Mall. This is less evident in some of the
large scale schemes from the 20th century such as the Junior Carlton which fails to relate
to the smaller scale adjoining properties to the east
3.19 The Conservation Area has a number of key green spaces. St James's Square is
a pivotal space in the Conservation Area located on a vista from St James's Street to the
Theatre Royal Haymarket. Waterloo Gardens are of vital importance in the setting of
Carlton House Terrace and form an integral part of the formal townscape of Waterloo
Place. To the north is the churchyard of St James’s Church and the open area to the
Piccadilly frontage where a market is held, providing important relief and further variety in
this dense urban environment.
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3.20 There are other open spaces of particular importance to the character of the
conservation area but of a less grand scale or public nature. These include the modern
character of the Economist Plaza, historic Carlton Gardens which steps down to The
Mall, and numerous historic private gardens. These are key in providing a feeling of
openness in parts of the conservation area and an appropriate setting for some of the
major buildings.
Dominant patterns should be respected and where historic patterns remain these should
be protected and reflected in any proposed schemes. Policies DES1 A 2, 5, 6, 7 and
DES 12 should be consulted.
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Figure 5
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ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BUILDINGS
Overview
3.21 The area consists of a varied age of development (see Figure 6) and an eclectic
palette of styles. The use of natural materials and the large number of historic buildings
creates harmony through the groupings of traditional forms. The work of some of the
country’s finest architects is represented in the area and the concentration of so many
buildings of importance provides a visually rich and stimulating townscape.

Figure 6
15

3.22 The neighbourliness and respect for context of successive developments over
time preserves the overall character and appearance of the streetscene and unites the
variety of areas within the conservation area. There is little disruption or discord to the
overall townscape which retains a strong coherence and sense of place. There are areas
within the conservation area with groups of set piece buildings such as Carlton House
Terrace and Waterloo Place, or terraced forms such as St James’s Place, where a
strong uniformity of style and materials exists which is fundamental to the character of
those particular areas.
3.24 Overall there is a consistency of height within the area, the scale of many
developments providing an imposing character to the major routes. Properties of 5 to 6
storeys provide the prevailing height throughout the main body of the conservation area.
Those reaching 8 storeys including mansard roofs, along the principal routes are an
exception to the general heights. There is a distinct contrast between the varied
roofscape and heights of properties in St James’s Street and the more regular height of
the properties along Pall Mall and Piccadilly. The existing varied roofline, is a major
contributor to the character of the area. However within the secondary streets and other
routes a more domestic scale remains intact as in St James’s Place where the 4 storey
terraced properties with mansard additions provide a uniform group.
3.25 More recent developments have used advanced building techniques for their time,
often with natural materials for facings. Some of these are Listed such as New Zealand
House (19 storeys in total), the Economist Tower group (highest 16 storeys) and the
Lasdun flats in St James’s Place (8 storeys) in recognition of their architectural and
technological interest, though their relationship with the prevailing character of the area
can be poor, particularly in views e.g. New Zealand House in views from The Mall and
east along Pall Mall. Later schemes of a contemporary style lacking in architectural
quality fail to respect the prevailing character of their locality, such as the Cavendish
Duke Street Hotel (14 storeys), and highlight the negative impact out of scale
developments can have on the area, and particularly on important strategic, metropolitan
or local views.
Building types
3.26 Set piece architecture of a very distinctive style sits in, or nearby, contextual
terraces, mainly historic and some of varied and intricate designs, which provide a
harmonious and sympathetic backdrop, and together create a street scene of particular
group value. The character of this varies throughout the area but these positive
interrelationships form distinct and sometimes contrasting compositions. Buildings
thought to have a negative impact are identified later in the report. The variety of building
type and architectural style is considerable though general themes can be found.
Historic palaces and grand town houses
3.27 Many large grand buildings remain in relatively open settings and exhibit a variety
of architectural styles. These set piece schemes and the more organically developed St
James’s Palace derive a richness from their detailed design, craftsmanship and
materials. The large palaces and grand town houses are outstanding examples of their
type, generally listed for their own architectural merit and interest. Their status in views,
particularly along The Mall is important adding to the exclusivity of the route and sense of
grandeur. This is unique to London and of particular social and architectural value as
denoted by the significant number listed Grade I.
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Residential Terraces
3.28 Restrained brick built and grander stone fronted residential terraces,
predominantly Georgian, form a sophisticated and elegant backdrop following the same
proportions and rhythms dictated by the classical fashions of the time. They can be seen
to be complimented by the later mansion block developments, which though generally
larger continue a similar proportion to the facades and use of materials.
Mews, Yards and Alleys
3.29 Most of the original 17th and 18th century small mews survive hidden between St
James's Street and Green Park. Leading off from St James's Street, Blue Ball Yard
opens out onto a granite setted mews. The former stables to the end of the yard, dating
from 1742, have been refurbished and converted to hotel use. Catherine Wheel Yard is a
modern development of a historic mews incorporating garages to ground floor and
retaining the granite setts typical of mews in the area. Russell Court is another mews to
the west of St James's Street which is tucked away behind the majestic properties
fronting onto Cleveland Row. Ormond Yard, like other yards in the area, is of a mews like
character with smaller scale commercial properties of a finer grain. Development of this
scale can be found elsewhere including historic Pickering Place and Crown Passage
where generally the historic fabric remains intact with few later alterations.
Commercial schemes
3.30 There is a variety of purpose built commercial development of varying scale but
generally conforming to the prevailing height; the variety seen in the design and width of
the facades. Modest terraced schemes, predominantly faced in stone often show a more
varied architectural vocabulary. This is particularly evident at ground floor level which is
generally higher than the residential proportions, and at eaves level where gables,
parapets or dormers may be seen. Bigger schemes which includes many of the clubs
and large block developments on Piccadilly are more monumental in scale and often
display stylistic elements seen in the grander residential developments of the time, the
clubs tending to epitomise the latest architectural fashions. The collection of buildings
towards the eastern end of Pall Mall, leading up to Waterloo Place, provide some of
finest examples of the Classical revival in England. The Italiante vocabulary being
introduced to England for the first time in Charles Barry’s Reform and Travellers Club.
Arcades
3.31 There are three of London's most distinguished Arcades, the Royal Opera Arcade,
Prince's Arcade (1880s) and Piccadilly Arcade (1909). The Royal Opera Arcade is the
earliest found in London. It was designed on the Parisian pattern by Nash and
G.S.Repton and built in 1816-18. Its character lies in its elegant line of columns and
arches. The entire west side is occupied by original bow-fronted shops and it has
distinctive circular rooflights.
Late twentieth century infill
3.32 Modest contemporary infill schemes tend to respect the materials of adjoining
properties and the rhythms and proportions of their facades. The restrained designs, in
most instances, ensure they do not detract from the setting of nearby listed buildings or
the character of the area. Good examples include No 7 Duke Street St James’s and Nos.
45 and 52-53 Pall Mall.
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Materials and detail
3.33 Stone dominates along the principal routes and provides a strength and sense of
permanence uniting buildings from different periods, some of quite contrasting styles
ranging from classical to Neo-classical and baroque to Victorian Italianate. The treatment
of stone varies considerably throughout from the use of ornate decorations, banding and
rustication to plain flat facades, though polished stone is reserved for ground floor
entrance details and interiors. A variety of stone (mainly Portland) is used, the subtle
colour variation providing depth and interest within the townscape with further contrast
provided by the use of granite and marble at ground floor level.
3.34 The other principal material to be found in the area is brick and this can be seen in
all ages of development. Generally rare on the main thoroughfares it provides a varied
richness along St James’s Street. It is principally seen in the secondary routes or used
for the smaller scale mews type developments and at the rear. In some of the Victorian
developments this has been combined with stone banding and decoration to create
exuberant compositions. Further richness is provided by those properties with
polychrome patterning or terracotta detailing as can be seen in the listed properties
along Bury Street and Park Place.
3.35 There is fine articulation and modelling of the facades, evident in a variety of ages
of properties. The traditional proportions of solid to void and fenestration patterns are
critical elements in most locations as is the set back of the fenestration. The dominance
given to the 1st floor of many facades is particularly evident along Waterloo Place and
Pall Mall. Elements such as balconies, projecting bays, pediments, porticoes, porches
and canopies can be seen to add to the variety and character of the area and help
articulate some of the larger facades, or in some cases heighten their monumental
presence.
3.36 The detail and appearance of ground floor frontages is important, particularly of
retail and commercial premises in St James’s Street and Jermyn Street, which become
more evident in the narrower streets. The disciplined associated signage and shop fronts
are all critical to the character of these buildings and many fine examples of original
shopfronts and signs survive from a variety of periods. Many of the purpose built
commercial properties, particularly those of a classical inspiration have tall ground floors
and the resultant rhythms are a characteristic feature in some streets, such as Piccadilly.
3.37 The upper storeys and roofs define a varied skyline of particular interest. Strong
parapet lines are evident in places, and are critical in defining the spatial sequence of
Waterloo Place. Gable ends, corner towers and turrets, decorative iron work and use of
quality roofing materials together with dormers and chimneys all combine to provide
interest and variety at roof level as well strong features within the townscape.
3.38 Buildings of all ages remain relatively intact and have been subject to few
alterations affecting the overall character of the conservation area. Original windows and
openings are key elements in the street scene and should be retained where possible.
Many fine examples of original shopfronts and signage remain intact and these should
be retained. The overall lack of inappropriate and unsympathetic alterations and
inappropriate modern additions has successfully preserved the quality and character of
the area.
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Any proposal should take into account the character of its context. Policies, DES1 A 3
and 4 and DES3 should be consulted on the Principles of Development and DES5 A and
B should be consulted on alterations and extensions. Relevant Supplementary Planning
Guidance documents are noted throughout the document.
DES4B should be referred to for scholarly replicas within terraces of unified townscape
and/or DES4A in terms of respecting adjoining buildings in areas of varied townscape.
Unlisted buildings of merit
3.39 The vast majority of the buildings are in keeping with the character of the
conservation area, most contributing in a positive manner. Those properties or
developments which are considered to harm the character of the conservation area are
identified in the section ‘Negative Buildings’ below. There are numerous buildings or
groups of buildings that are not listed but are considered to be of special merit. These
are buildings which may be considered for listing at a future date and are of local
significance.
3.40 This may be due to their townscape or group value, their contribution to the
overall character of the area, their inherent architectural qualities or historic association.
By definition these properties are of particular value to the character and appearance of
the conservation area and their demolition or unsympathetic alteration will be resisted.
See Figure 7.
Bury Street
Nos. 1-12, Nos13-17, Nos. 25-27 (consec)
Carlton Gardens
No 4, Stirling Square
Cleveland Row
No 3 Sudanese Embassy,
No 7
No 15 Selwyn House
Cockspur Street
Nos. 21-34 (consec)
Crown Passage
No 6
No 19
No 22
Duke of York Street
P.H. now wheelers, No 1, No 3
Duke Street St James’s
Nos. 4-6, No. 10, Nos. 12-14, Nos. 16 & 17, Nos. 37-42, Nos. 43-44
Haymarket
Nos. 9-11
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Jermyn Street
No. 34,Nos. 36-40, Nos. 48-50, Nos. 54-63, Nos. 66-68, No. 97, No. 100, No. 113,
(Fortnum & Masons, 181-186 Piccadilly)(consec)
King Street
Nos. 7-10, Nos. 14-17 (consec)
Little St James’s Street
No 4
Mason’s Yard
No 6
Nos. 13 & 14
Ormond Yard
Nos. 1-3 (consec), No. 5, No.18
Park Place
No. 7
Pall Mall
Nos. 1 & 2, Nos 13-20, Nos 21 & 22, No. 29, Nos. 40-42, Nos. 48-50, Nos. 55-63, No. 70
Piccadilly
Nos. 181-186, 187-189, 197 (Rectory), 198-201, 210-214 (consec.)
Ryder Street
Nos. 2-14 (even), Nos. 3-5 (odd)
St James’s Place
No. 12, Stafford Hotel (Nos. 16-17), No 18, No. 23, No 35-37 Dukes Hotel, Nos. 37-38
St James’s Street
Nos. 5 & 7-9, Nos. 16-21, Nos. 29-35, No. 36, No. 54, No 60, Nos. 61-66, Nos. 67 &68,
Nos. 71-73
Whitcomb Street
Nos.19-35
Policy DES9 2 states that the City Council will seek the retention of buildings which in the
opinion of the City Council make a significant contribution to the character or appearance
of a conservation area and this would include unlisted buildings of merit.
The quality of buildings in the area is exceptional and many are listed in the Directory
section at the rear of the report.
Landmark buildings
3.41 Within the conservation area there is a large number of buildings which are
considered to be of landmark quality. This can be as a result of numerous factors
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including their siting, height, bulk, setting and detailed design. They contribute
significantly to the character and townscape of the area being focal points or key
elements in views. These may include well known buildings of national significance, set
piece facades to designed routes or simply well designed and detailed corner buildings
within the grid plan.
3.42 Many of the buildings are important in local views and well known due to their
historical association and architectural heritage. This is reflected in the number of listed
buildings and unlisted buildings of merit in the conservation area. However in order to
identify those building that play a landmark role the analysis has been more selective
identifying properties that are dominant within the townscape by their height (New
Zealand House) or through their siting within the street pattern (Athenaeum and Institute
of Directors).
These are shown on the plan in Figure 7.
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Figure 7
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Roof extensions
3.43 Roof profiles are an important element which can influence the character and
appearance of the conservation area. As a result roof extensions are not always
acceptable as they can have a negative impact on this. Policy DES6C highlights
instances where roof extensions would not be acceptable This includes terraces where
the existing roofline is largely unimpaired by any extensions or alterations; buildings that
are significantly higher than their neighbours; buildings or terraces which are complete
compositions or which have existing roof extensions; where there is an unbroken line of
butterfly roofs; and where a roofline is visible in long views of public spaces.
3.44 St James's Square is characterised by a variety of building ages and styles of
varying heights, many of which are listed. A number of buildings in the St James's
Conservation Area have unique and distinctive roof profiles and there are streets where
there is a mix of different profiles, particularly on commercial properties as in Jermyn
Street where the variety is important. Many have mansard roof profiles, some traditional
mansards and some double mansards. In other places terraces of properties remain
unaltered by roof additions such as the secondary properties in Ormond Yard. Additions
or alterations to any of these roof profiles would be harmful to the integrity of the building
and the character and appearance of the St James's Conservation Area and will be
resisted.
3.45 The policy acknowledges that there are some instances where additional storeys
may be acceptable, notably when the extension would not harm the proportions or the
architectural integrity of the building or terrace. However little opportunity remains for
such development in the conservation area, see Figure 8.
3.46 Policy DES7 states that a roof extension should always compliment the
appearance of the existing building and should not adversely affect the character and
appearance of the conservation area. The impact of roof top plant, telecom antennae
and satellite dishes, in short and long distance views through the area, must be given full
consideration
Policy DES6C highlights instances where roof extensions would not be acceptable.
Further advice is given in the publication ‘Roofs. A Guide to Alterations and Extensions
on Domestic Buildings (1995). ‘Mews, a Guide to Alterations’ explains how these policies
apply in mews-streets.
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Figure 8
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METROPOLITAN AND LOCAL VIEWS
3.47 The Unitary Development Plan defines two categories of views in Policy DES15
which contribute to Westminster’s townscape and historic character. The following
section of the audit identifies local views in the conservation area and provides a
preliminary list of views which are considered to be of Metropolitan importance. A
separate Borough wide document will be produced identifying views of Metropolitan
Importance which will undergo full consultation before being adopted as Supplementary
Planning Guidance.
3.48 Full consideration must be given to the impact of any development proposals on
important metropolitan and local views both within the conservation area and into and
out of it. These are shown on the plan in Figure 9.
3.49 The area to the east of St James's Square is affected by the Strategic Views from
Primrose Hill to the Palace of Westminster (which includes the tower of New Zealand
House) and the View from Parliament Hill to the Palace of Westminster. This is shown in
the directory at the rear of the report.
LOCAL VIEWS
3.50 There are local views of landmark buildings from within the conservation area and
panoramas of the Royal Parks. These include:
View east down Pall Mall of the National Gallery dome
View east from Haymarket/Pall Mall junction of National Gallery and Nelson’s Column.
View west from Haymarket/Pall Mall junction of Institute of Directors and The Athenaeum
View east of Duke of York Monument and Nelsons Column from Western Carlton
Gardens
View of Admiralty Arch and the Old Admiralty from raised walkway between The Mall
and eastern end of Carlton House Terrace
View of Buckingham Palace through Green Park from Cleveland Row gate onto Queens
Walk
View of R Norman Shaw’s corner building and Nos. 88 & 86 St James Street from Gates
to Marlborough Road
View south east of Big Ben from western side of Waterloo Palace at junction with
Charles II Street
Views from inside, into and across St James Square
Panoramas of St James Park from steps at Carlton Gardens and Waterloo Place
View of Nelsons Column when you emerge from the alley between Cockspur Court and
Cockspur Street.
Panoramas of Green Park from the open space at the western end of St James’s Place
View east from Queens Walk, Green Park between Spencer House and Sir Denis
Lasdyn’s flats.
View east along Piccadilly of Eros
3.51 This is not an inclusive list and there are other views shown on the plan of feature
buildings, such as the colonnade to the front of the Ritz. Other views provide glimpses of
the contrasting character of the area such as those into alleys such as Crown Passage.
There are also ones of open spaces such as the views up and down the tree lined walk
of The Mall.
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3.52

Preliminary list of Metropolitan views

View south down St James’s Street towards St James’s Palace
St James’s Palace, Prince Charles’s former residence in London is the earliest remaining
building in the conservation area and has historic associations of particular significance.
The Tudor architecture and hand made bricks contrast with the finely tooled stone of the
later developments along St James’s Street. Millbank tower is an unfortunate feature in
the background.
View northwards up Waterloo Place to Piccadilly Circus & view southwards down
Waterloo Place towards Duke of York Column and St James’s Park beyond.
This set piece and uniformly planned townscape with a formal vista has contrasting
outlooks at either end with Piccadilly Circus to the north and St James’s Park to the
south. The regularity of the buildings, placing of monuments and sculpture and grandiose
civic style of the architecture provide a processional and celebratory street scene. The
use of uniform natural materials (predominantly Portland Stone) bringing a sense of
permanence and quality, particularly to the northern part and the lighter painted stucco
provides a softer edge to the green foil of St James’s Park.
View east along Mall to Admiralty Arch & View west along Mall to Buckingham
Palace and Queen Victoria Monument
This uncluttered route lined by mature trees has a scale and elegance suited to an
approach to Buckingham Palace. Of national importance it links Trafalgar Square and
the Palace with landmark buildings at either end. New Zealand House is an unfortunate
feature in the background and lies within the Strategic View corridor.
Carlton House Terrace from St James’s Park and the Mall
The formal Nash terraces terminating the processional route at Waterloo Place form a
majestic uniform backdrop to views from the park and along the eastern part of the Mall.
The painted stucco contrasting pleasantly with the green foil of the mature trees to the
mall.
View of Palace of Westminster towers through St James Park from steps at
southern end of Waterloo Place.
There are seasonal views to the towers of the Palace of Westminster seen beyond the
natural setting of St James’s Park from the vantage point at the southern end of
Waterloo Place
View of Lancaster House and Clarence House from The Mall.
The grand 1820’s Bath stone mansion of Lancaster House and the stucco faced
Clarence House of 1825-27 by Nash form an impressive pair in views from The Mall.
Lancaster House is also a dominant element in views form Queens Walk and can be
glimpsed though the trees in views from Green Park.
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View of St James’s Palace from southern end of Marlborough Road with tower and
deep set colonnade
This view of the palace provides an interesting skyline and composition with the
courtyard and deep set colonnade which pinches the street space with the tower.
View of Marlborough House from Mall
There are views of this Wren designed mansion in its open garden setting, the red brick
facade and large sash windows providing a simple uncluttered appearance.
In the Unitary Development Plan Policy DES14 seeks to protect strategic views across
the city, resisting development that impinges or adversely affects these views. Policy
DES15 seeks to protect metropolitan and local views .
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Figure 9
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CHARACTERISTIC LOCAL TOWNSCAPE DETAILS
3.53 Local townscape details contribute to the sense of local distinctiveness and may
be unique to a particular conservation area. They can range from specific building
detailing, characteristic building elements, boundary treatments to the landscape
qualities of the streetscape. Individually and collectively they contribute to the overall
quality of Westminster as well as enhancing individual areas of character within the City.
Railings, boundary walls & enclosure
3.54 Railings and boundary walls contribute significantly to the character of a
conservation area. The City Council considers that they should be protected and
properly maintained. They add interest and richness and provide a sense of enclosure
marking the boundaries between public and private spaces.
3.55 Throughout St James’s Conservation Area there are original quality boundary
treatments from various architectural periods, designed as set pieces with the buildings.
The diversity in boundary treatments, ranging from brick walls e.g. Marlborough House,
St James’s Palace, around old gardens, to decorative iron railings and bottle
balustrades, reflects the range of building styles and uses in the area.
3.56 High brick walls are a prominent feature along The Mall and Marlborough Place,
providing seclusion for St James’s Palace and the adjacent buildings. These walls
provide a plain backdrop to the streetscene in contrast to much of the conservation area
where buildings front directly onto the street.
3.57 Many good quality original railings survive in the conservation area. These can be
found in numerous streets including, Carlton House Terrace, Suffolk Street, St James's
Square and the streets off St James's Street such as Park Place. Good examples are
the mid eighteenth century wrought iron railings to 21 Arlington Street, the cast iron
railings with decorative lampholders to Brook’s Club on St James’s Street and the spear
head railings to properties along Carlton House Terrace .
3.58 Bottle balustrades form distinctive boundaries to a number of the grand classical
and residential properties and are particularly noticeable along Pall Mall and Waterloo
Place. There are also distinctive boundary walls of dressed Portland stone with inset
marble to some buildings in Pall Mall.
3.59 The relevant City Council policy in respect of these is DES7 G and further
guidance can be found in the design guide Railings in Westminster A guide to their
design, repair and maintenance.
Shopfronts
3.60 Shopfronts, including non-original ones of an appropriate design, can be of great
importance in contributing to the character and appearance of both individual buildings
and the conservation area and can be of historic and architectural interest in their own
right. Where it is found that replacement shopfronts are acceptable in principle traditional
designs, proportions, materials and finishes are likely to be the most appropriate
approach. The quality and style of the design will be judged in each case to ensure that
they do not detract from the character of the conservation area.
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3.61 There is a wealth of outstanding quality shopfronts in the conservation area,
surviving from a variety of periods. St James’s Street offers some of the finest examples
of 18th century shopfronts, many with classical detailing. Of particular note are the
Georgian shopfront of Lock & Co. and the shopfront of Berry Bros and Rudd, with
elegant arcaded windows, doorway and original shutters. Lobb’s is an excellent later
example of an interpretation of traditional shopfront.
3.62 Jermyn Street has a variety of traditional and more recent shopfronts. The
proportions and detailing of the shopfronts are an important characteristic of the street.
Many of the shops on the south side of the street retain their original mid nineteenth
century shop fronts. Good examples are Paxton and Whitfield, with thin mullions,
panelled risers, pilasters and a moulded cornice to the facia and Turnbull and Asser, with
window bays divided by piers and decorated with carved capitals, Floris Perfumeries and
Rowley’s Restaurant. Off Jermyn Street, attractive shopfronts can be found in Duke
Street, Bury Street and King Street.
3.63 Piccadilly is characterised by a mixture of shopfront designs from the traditional
examples, to the progressive design by Emberton for Simpson’s in 1936, and more
recent modern interpretations.
3.64 Good examples of shopfronts are also found in the Arcades. The uniformity of
materials and detailing to the shopfronts is fundamental to the special character of the
arcades.
3.65 Generally shopfronts within the St James’s Conservation Area incorporate well
designed traditional hanging signs which enhance the appearance of the shopfront and
add vitality to the street scene. Good examples can be found along Jermyn Street,
including Jermyn Street Shirt Makers, and within all the area’s arcades.
The relevant City Council policies concerning historic shopfronts and the design of new
ones are DES5 C. Reference should be made to the design guide 'Shopfronts, Blinds
and Signs: A Guide to their Design' (1990) and ‘Advertisement Design Guidelines (1992).
Statues and Monuments
3.66 Many of the country’s most important monuments and statues are to be found in
Westminster and they are of significant importance to the townscape of the City and
many of these are listed.
3.67 St James’s Conservation Area hosts a significant number of statues and
monuments. Some are situated along the central axis of Waterloo Place while others
are located in the area’s public and private squares. Some of the most notable are listed
below.
3.68 At the stairs linking The Mall with Waterloo Place is the 38metre high monument
to Frederick, Duke of York was erected in the 1830s. A series of prominent listed bronze
statues follow the axis determined by the Duke of York Column up towards Lower
Regent Street between the Athenaeum and the former United States Club including the
Statue of Edward VII, 1924, the Guards Crimea Monument 1859, Florence Nightingale
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1915, Lord Sydney Herbert 1867, John Fox Burgoyne 1877, Captain Scott 1915, Lord
Lawrence 1882, Sir John Franklin 1866, Lord Clyde 1867 and King Edward VII 1924.
3.69 A bronze statue to King William III is the centrepiece of St James’s Square. There
is a sculpted fountain Memorial to Queen Alexandria, 1926-32 by Alfred Gilbert, on
Marlborough Road. Pallas Athene sits on the Portico to the Athaneum, a statue of
Charles de Gaulle stands in Carlton Gardens and a statue of Lord Curzon erected in
1931 cab be found in Carlton House Terrace. There is a circular medallion with a bronze
profile portrait of Queen Mary on the south boundary wall to Marlborough House, Mall
side, by the junction with Marlborough Road.
Street Furniture
3.70 Westminster has an outstanding heritage of interesting and historic street furniture
items, many of them listed. The appropriate maintenance and protection of these is
important, as is the need to prevent modern street clutter from detracting from their
setting.
3.71 Notable in the St James's Conservation Area is the prevalence of listed street
lamps including those located around St James's Square (1910 monogrammed ‘G.V.R’.);
Carlton Gardens and Carlton House Terrace (circa 1827-9 inscribed with ‘G.R. IV’
cipher); and along the length of The Mall (1911 to Thomas Brock’s design with Sir Aston
Webb along road and c.1840-50 to the walk and ride on the north side) and in Waterloo
Place.
3.72 There are also numerous listed bollards and other items of street furniture such as
telephone kiosks like the pair of K6, 1935 by Giles Gilbert Scott adjacent to the western
corner of the Ritz Hotel.
Policy DES7 F 1 & 2 relates to historic and characteristic features of the street scene.
Historic floorscapes
3.73 Historic floorscapes are important elements in the townscape of an area and often
an integral part of landscaping schemes in an urban environment. This can include major
city squares or a mews development. Paving, if well designed and maintained and in
suitable quality materials, will contribute to the townscape qualities of an area, often by
providing a backdrop to the surrounding built fabric.
3.74 Throughout the conservation area large sections of granite kerb stones, and areas
of York stone flagstone paving and some kerbs (adjacent to St James’s Palace) can be
found. Granite setts can also be found such as in Blue Ball Yard. Where historic or
traditional floorscapes remain they contribute significantly to the character of the area
and should be retained and restored where possible.
Trees and landscaping
3.75 Trees provide significant amenity value in an urban environment in both visual
and environmental terms. They are important elements in the character and appearance
of a conservation area contributing to the townscape in many ways. This can range from
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a single specimen providing a focal point, a group of mature trees forming part of an
historic planting scheme or street trees forming an integral part of an estate layout.
3.76 St James’s Conservation Area is bordered by St James’s Park to the South and
Green Park to the west which form a pleasant backdrop and are important in views from
within the conservation area. There are a number of important green spaces in the
conservation area which take the form of public and private squares and gardens. These
include, St James’s Square, St James’s Churchyard, Waterloo Gardens, Carlton
Gardens, the private gardens to the rear of Stirling Square, the grounds of Marlborough
House and St James’s Palace and the gardens to the properties along Queen’s Walk.
These green spaces are important elements, providing a pleasant contrast to the hard
urban environment that makes up much of the area.
3.77 Larger properties, such as St James’s Palace, Spencer House and Marlborough
House and the more modest properties along Queens Walk, are set in private grounds,
whereas others, such as those along the southern side of Pall Mall and along Carlton
Gardens are interspersed with garden squares. Looking east along The Mall an avenue
of mature trees line the southern boundary of the conservation area with stretches of
grass and bound gravel.
3.78 The main public open space is St James’s Square, situated in the heart of the
conservation area. St James's Square was enclosed in 1663 and the garden square
railings were added in 1727. The square provides a peaceful oasis away from the busy
traffic and pedestrian activity of the main thoroughfares. The square hosts a collection of
mature trees and is formally planned, composed of a symmetrical arrangement of paths
separating grassed areas with a statue of King William III as a focal point in the centre.
3.79 A small paved area with a scattering of trees sits next to St James's Church in the
north of the area. This is an important public space in an otherwise densely built up
area. Set above the street level on the southern side, the gardens look out onto the
shopping street of Jermyn Street. Another raised public space is the Economist Plaza,
an interesting hard landscaped area which retains a human scale and is listed as part of
the Economist Tower Group.
3.80 At the entrance to Admiralty Arch, on the north side of The Mall, is an area of hard
landscaping with benches and mature trees which leads through to the passage to
Cockspur Street.
3.81 With the exception of the formal tree-lined avenue of The Mall, there are few
street trees in the conservation area. Where single specimens exist, for example at the
entrance to Economist Plaza on St James’s Street, they add richness to the environment
and play an important part in softening the urban townscape. There are two mature
trees in the centre island of Carlton Gardens but generally, mature trees are confined to
the area’s squares and private gardens.
UDP policy ENV 14 seeks to protect trees which make a significant contribution to the
character and appearance of a conservation area. Advice on trees and their protection
is given in the City Council design guide, Trees and Other Planting on Development
Sites.
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LAND USES
3.83 The contribution of land uses to the character and appearance of a conservation
area is of great importance (See plan in Figure 10). This will not only have a direct
influence on the building typology or make-up of an area but also on the nature and use
of the public spaces and streets. Particular uses may be of historic or national
importance and will have dictated the evolution of an area. It is possible that an overconcentration of a particular use can have a negative impact on the character of an area,
for example through disturbance to amenity.
3.84 The historical development of the St James's Conservation Area has resulted in a
unique combination of activities concentrated in this part of central London. Today, the
area has a predominantly commercial focus. St James’s is renowned for it’s high
concentration of members clubs, art and antique dealers and auctioneers and specialist
shops. Other more general uses in the area include general and specialist retail,
residential, hotels, cafes, public houses and an increasing number of restaurants, bars
and clubs.
3.85 Numerous members Clubs are located along Pall Mall and St James’s Street,
including the United Service Club, the Athenaeum, Travellers' Club, Reform Club, Royal
Automobile Club and the Oxford and Cambridge Club, Army and Navy, “in and Out”,
Brook’s, Boodles, Whites and Carlton etc. Other clubs are distributed throughout the
conservation area and include St James's Club and the Royal Overseas League in Park
Place. In addition to members clubs there are several hotels located in the conservation
area, most notable being The Ritz on Piccadilly (the first steel frame building of its type in
London). The fine art auctioneers and art dealers are concentrated around the Duke
Street area. These include the famous Christies Auctioneers, occupying a number of
buildings on King Street and behind.
3.86 Retail activities are concentrated in the north of the conservation area. Piccadilly
has a variety of retail outlets including Fortnum & Masons and a number of restaurants,
and cafes. The main shopping street is Jermyn Street, which is linked to Piccadilly by
the Piccadilly and Princes Arcades. Jermyn Street is particularly notable for its specialist
retailers. Piccadilly Market has become an established feature of St James's Church
courtyard. Here, a mixture of craft stalls provides an active focus off the main Piccadilly
thoroughfare. There is also a small café and seating area adjacent to the Church.
3.87 Many of the residential properties in the area have been converted to commercial
uses, a prime example being St James's Square, originally residential but now almost
entirely commercial. Residential uses are dispersed throughout the area, predominantly
located in the smaller side streets. The highest concentration of residential use is to be
found in the west of the conservation area in the properties which back on to Queen’s
Walk.
3.88 The impact of traffic on the area was highlighted as a concern by amenity groups
during the consultation process on this document. Whilst this document does not deal
specifically with such issues they can impact upon the character and appearance of the
conservation area. The most common concern was the impact of one way traffic along
Pall Mall on the setting of listed buildings, particularly the Grade I listed St James’s
Palace.
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The city council will consider the contribution of existing and proposed uses to the
character or appearance of the conservation area. DES9 D is the relevant UDP policy.
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Figure 10
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NEGATIVE FEATURES
3.89 Negative features detract from the special character of an area and present the
opportunity for change which will enhance the character and appearance of an area. It
may be that simple maintenance works could remedy the situation or in some cases
there may be the opportunity to redevelop a particular site.
3.90 Those buildings or features considered to have a negative impact on the
character and appearance of the conservation area include:
Arlington Street
No 8
No 22 (front elevation)
Babmaes Street
No. 10 & 11 and Car Park (including rear elevation of No. 6 St James’s Square fronting
onto Apple Tree Yard)
Blue Ball Yard
Nos. 1-3 including No. 9 Park Place
Jermyn Street
Nos. 73-76
Nos. 80-84 (hotel rises up as an alien feature in the conservation area)
Nos. 98-99
Nos. 101-105
Pall Mall
Nos. 30-35 Junior Carlton Club (includes No 22 & 22a St James’s Square)
Nos. 36-39 Army and Navy Club
St James’s Place
No. 24
St James’s Street
No 55 & 56
Those negative features of a more cosmetic nature that could be easily rectified include:
Numerous shopfronts have been altered or had inappropriate modern replacements.
These include No. 198 Piccadilly.

Any proposal will be judged against policies DES1 and DES9.
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DIRECTORY
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Conservation Area Audit
Department of Planning and City Development
Westminster City Council
64 Victoria Street
London SW1E 6QP

The City Council also makes available many documents in Braille, on
tape and in large print. If you require any of the information contained in
these documents in one of these alternative formats please contact:
(020) 7641 8088.

